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ABSTRACT

Finite time processes within the limits of the Newton equation and zero inertia
motion (i.e., road to chaos) are studied by numerically solving the ordinary, stochastic
Langevin equation in ID for a free particle with inertial moving in a medium with viscosity
7. In these simulations, the scaling behaviour of particle trajectories x(t) and velocities
v(t) with time are derived and the inclusion of non-zero particle masses is shown to define
the asymptotic time limit rc at which - independently of 7 - the system evolves into
the well-known statistically stationary state characterized by < x2(t) >tx ( and flicker
noise. The time TC is further analysed from the correlation length given by the 2-point
autocorrelation function of the particle velocity at each value of 7. It is found that the
noise power spectrum of v[t) is characterized by flicker noise for frequencies / < fc ~ 1/TC,
whereas for / > /c, the noise power spectra behave as 1/ /" , where v varies between the
limits of Newton's equation (»-e., v = 3) and road to chaos {i.e., v = 1). Furthermore,
at times r < rc and 0 < 7 < 00, an ad-hoc exponent for the scaling of the variance of
particle velocities with time is shown to characterize a subset of multifractal dimensions
df(f) while the single particle trajectories are shown to display a rather different subset of
exponents on increasing 7. Generic features of this transition are nicely given by Poincare
maps in the velocity space.
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1 Introduction

As recently pointed out in Ref .[1], the systematic study of the dynamical processes due to

fluctuating random forces between the limits of the one-dimensional (ID) Newton equa-

tion and zero inertia motion {i.e., road to chaos [2, 3]) is a problem which has received

little attention in solid state physics. For instance, in most diffusion models considered

in the literature, inertial effects of single particles have not hern usually incorporated

[4]. Hence, it is natural to wonder what happens to the scaling behaviour of particle

dynamics if such phenomena are taken explicitely into account.. If ilic acceleration term

is omitted from the outset one then generates Smoluchowski (or diffusion) dynamics.

The study of trajectories of non-interacting particles by numerical integration of the

Langevin equation (LE) has been carried out in the afonnentioncd limiting cases [5, 6, 7].

The power spectrum of single particle velocities for zero inertia motion has been found to

exhibit 1// (or flicker) noise [8], It is then plausible to question whether a simple linear

LE, in addition to the generalized Langevin model of dynamics that includes leading

nonlinearity [9, 10, 11, 12], can also display the occurrence of self-organized behaviour

[13, 14] (i.e., flicker noise [15] and fractal structure! 16]), as a function of the particle

mass and medium viscosity (or static friction) 7.

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate these problems by statistically examining

finite time processes via linear Langevin dynamics simulations in ID. To achieve this we

explore the scaling behaviour of single particle trajectories and velocities with time as

well as the 2-point autocorrelation function and the noise power spectrum by taking into

account the effects of particle inertia at different values of 7. This numerical study will

help us to discern when the well-known long-time limit, i.e., the assymptotic time limit

T"



at which one expects that the behaviour may not be modified by a non-zero particle mass

ni [1], actually does start. We shall also include the limiting cases of Newton and zero

inertia motion and shall show that our findings correctly convey to well-known results

in the long time limit.

The interest on this work is twofold. On the one hand, the use of LD simulations

with fluctuating random force and delta memory function allows us to discern at which

time the particle spontaneously emerge towards a steady state displaying 1// noise

depending on the particle inertia and medium viscosity [17]. On the other hand, by

varying parameters in the problem, the analysis of linear Langevin equation in the

short time tail will also allows us to estimate variations of the noise power f, to better

understand the mechanisms by which the state evolves towards developing flicker noise

and to explore how this may be related to the particle motion driven by LD. We shall

show that -in fact, at each value of the friction coefficient- the transition time at which

a part icle evolves into the steady state, is entirely determined by the correlation length

given by the '-point autocorrelation function of the particle velocity [18]. Traces of the

origin of this transition will be nicely featured by different Poinc.are maps in the velocity

space

2 Langevin dynamics

The alternative treatment of ID Brownian motion by the Langevin equation is well-

known in the limit of large times. For any finite time t this is given by

dr(t)

tit (1)

where v(t) = dx[t)/dt is the velocity of a single particle of (effective) mass m and 7

is a damping coefficient. Herein, we shall consider cases where the system is such that

the term in Eq.(l) dv(t)/dt is not negligible in comparison to the other terms in this

equation. Further, F(t) is a random force uniformly distributed on the interval [—A, A]

(i.e., < F{t) >,= 0, where < - - • > , denotes time average).

When F is assumed to be rapidly varying in time, we have Gaussian (white) corre-

lations of the type

< F{t)F(l')>t=TMt-t') , (2)

where Fo is related to the damping parameter 7 by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

The above corresponds to the leading moment of applied noise in the hydrodyiiamic limit

(i.e., long-time and large distance behaviour) and represents the conncrvalior nature of

< v2(t —> 00) >c [14]. For the random force satisfying Eq.(2), the states described by

Eq.(l) are independent of m. Hence, we deal with a single parameter problem, namely

7, and set m = 1 for simplicity. Taking i(0) = 0, we verify the mean squared distance

of a particle from this origin to scale with time according to

<* ' ( ' ) > , ~ ( D ' h ) , (3)

where the exponent D, depends on the value of the friction 7 and < • • • >r denotes

average over different trajectories (samples), such that < i'2 >ccx t for large times as it

is expected.

As is well-known exact results show that, in the general case, the reduced correlation

function < Af2(r) >,. becomes

A I . 2 ( T ) > c = < [v(t + T) - v(t)]2
(4)



This means thai the square of the (single-) particle velocities does not diverge with time,

so the average kinetic energy for the particles saturates to a (normalized) steady state

value. In this work, we shall verify that < Av2(r) >c might be approximated by the

stretched-like exponential form

This is not unreasonable because of the limits

provided the (stationary) exponent H takes the values 1/2 and 0, respectively. Thus,

these limits are identical to those obtained using Eq.(4). To this end it is important to

note that our function < AO'(T)" > C = <i">_{ri>< follows from the generalized fractional

Brotvnian motion (film) due to Mandelbrot [16] (in whose case // varies between 0 and

' ) •

Within I'Bni. the exponent / / in Eq.(5) can be related to a fractal dimension d/

through the simple relation (16, 18]

II = 2 - (6)

where d = 2 is the Euclidean dimension. As an important difference with respect to

fBm, we shall see here that the present exponent H depends on the value of the friction

coefficient -) for a time r smaller than a critical value, say, rc.

To obtain information on time correlations the random function of time v(t) will be

characterized by its spectral densities [18]

* r \ V[f) (7)

where V(f) is the Fourier transform of the sample traces of v{i) for I) < / < r . namely

t'-^dt . (8)
T JO

In addition, time correlations of v(t) are also given by the 2-point autocorrelation

function:

u(r) = < v[t)v{t + T ) > C - < v(t) >2
C . (9)

This will provide us with a measure of iiow fluctuations at two times separated by r are

related. As a rule, the quantity JGV{T) gives the correlation time r,. to be determined

Having derived the set of equations to be used in our Langevin dynamics simulations

we proceed to characterize the system state as a function of 7.

3 Results of simulations

In numerical simulations of the LE the fluctuating random force is generated by selecting

random numbers from a regular distribution as proposed by Deutsch [5]. On averaging

over different emsambles, we consider a number of 1000 identical particles and unit time

steps within the interval 1 < ( < 104 are found to suffice for statistical purposes. The

initial velocities are selected small and randomly, so the present simulations become

quickly independent of initial conditions. We also verify that the essential physics of the

problem remains invariant under changes of particle mass (i.e., "i ^ I) or different time

units. Simulations are carried out on the basis of changing 7 and keeping fix F(t). A

variation of F(t) (or, alternatively, ,4) when fixing 7 produces equivalent results as it

may easily be deduced from Eq.(l). Hence we set A = 1 for simplicity.



The plan for our 1D-LD simulations is as follows. First, by solving nume-ically

Kq.( 1). we characterize the system state via the position x(t) and velocity v(t) of single

panicles ai each time step for a given value of 7. From the particle positions we derive

the mean squared distance of a. particle with time and its associated scaling behaviour

(r.f,. K([.(:i)). Second, we obtain the variance of the velocity of a particle (c./. Eq.(4)).

Time correlations of v(i} then follow from the spectral densities of Eq.(S) and 2-point

autocorrelation function of F,q.(9). We also consider the particular limits of Newton and

zero-inertia motion as discussed below.

By considering single particles by themselves and different values of the medium

viscosity, the behaviour of x(t) in our LD simulations resembles the trajectories occurring

when many (non-interacting} monodisperse particles are subject to fluctuating random

forces (see, r.f/., [5]). In Fig. 1 we illustrate novel results of the reseated function in[<

•'•2(') >c 1 < J'2{l- = 1) ><-] against In f for several values of the friction coefficient 7

(curves B to I)). Note that although the quantity < x2(( = 1) >c depends on 7, it

does not affect the curve slopes for finite time ( > 1 which concerns us here. In this

figure we also include the results obtained in the limiting cases of the Newton equation,

dv/ili = F, (curve A) and the route to chaos, 11 = F, [3, 8] (curve E) for the particles

in the random environment. It can be seen that in the former case Da =s 3 whereas

in the latter [), s 1 independently of the value of (. There is also an anomalous time

behaviour of D» for values of 7 between the above particular cases. For a given value

of 7. Eq.(;>) presents two types of slopes with different values of D,. The first slopes,

appearing at short times t < Tc, gradually decrease from ss 3 to 1 when increasing 7

as displayed in curves labelled B, C and D. respectively. The second type of slopes, at

larger times t > TC, are found to be all parallel to the one in curve E as also seen in the

curves B, C and D.

The above finding allows us also to define a transition time at which the change of

slope in the curves In < x2{t) >c vs. \nt occurs for each value of 7. In the long time

limit, it is well known that for a general Langevin equation the particle state evolves into

a steady state. As a difference, in this work, the large time limit is entirely determined

from rc (for each value of 7). This interesting and novel phenomenon leads us to argue

that, in the time limit t > rc, there is always a transition to a steady state for the

system to flow. It can be understood as a consequence of the conservative spectrum

of the fluctuating random forces (c./., Eq.(2)), since there is not other hypothesis than

having assumed in the present problem that the random force F varies rapidly in time.

As already mentioned, the results of Fig.l indicate that it is possible to distinguish

two values of Ds. The exponent D, is bounded between the values 1 and 3 for interme-

diate values of 7 at t < rc. The value Ds = 1 is accord with the well-known assymptotic

(time) limit < J2(() >coc (. Then, it is also important to analyse how both of these

quantities, namely D, and rc, depend on 7.

In Fig.2 (right-hand side axis) we display the first slope in the behaviour of < r2(t) >c

of Fig. 1 as a function of In 7 corresponding to i < rc. Clearly, the function D,(-/) presents

a sharp variation around In 7 ss 0 with a maximum at smaller values of In 7. This means

that such configurations display a subset of exponents on increasing 7 up to times

( « rc, On the other hand, also from Fig.2 (left-hand side axis), the behaviour of lnTc

as a function of In 7 indicates that for values within the large interval 7 < 1, TC scales

with 7 approximately as TC ~ •yp with p«s — I. For values of 7 > 1, rc tends smoothly to

zero and becomes eventually zero in the limit 7 —* 00 as seen in curve E of Fig.l. Note

that in Fig.2 our values for D, (at times ( < TC) and rc, which are estimated from the



graphs < r 2 C) >,- in Fig. 1, are within 5% of error.

In order to obtain itifomialion on the time correlations that are characterized by

the spectral densities of Eq.(7), and from this the noise spectrum 1 / / " of the particle

velocities, we must first explore the behaviour of the random function c(t] which is found

bv numerically solving Eq.(l) . In Fig.3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) sample traces of the particle

velocitv as a function of the first 200 time steps for the 7 values 20, 1 and 1/20 are

respectively depicted. At. each time step it is associated only one value of v, but some

values of r incur again at different time steps -particularly more frequent on increasing

the value of -> (i.f., from the curve in Fig.3(c) to the one in Fig.3(a)). It is important

to observe in ihese plots the quite different scales used for the particle velocities. The

magnitude of velocities is considerably greater for 7 = 1/20 (i.e., curve in Fig.3(c)) than

for 7 = 20 (i.e., curve in Fig.3(ft)). This means that an increase in the friction by the

fluid medium on the particles induces a substantial decrease; on their velocities.

An alternative characterization of the behaviour of v{t) is obtained studing the

Poincare map (I'M) in the phase space f((n+s) vs. v(tn). Implied in these maps is

the lime history show up as fixed points which tends to fill up a portion of space. Thus,

t races of the origin of the transition towards a single slope (or, alternatively, single expo-

nent !), — [} shown in Fig. 1 may be featured by different Poincare maps in the velocity

spare. In Fij*s.3(d), 3(e) and 3(f) we show the PM for the corresponding set of values of

7 as in Figs.U(a), 3(b) and 3{c), respectively, but for the larger time interval 1 < ( < 10^.

The I'M of v[t) in Fig.3(d), corresponding to large 7 values (i.e., the Newton equation

limit), is entirely symmetrical and square shaped. As an opposite example, the PM of

v(l) in Fig.3(f) for smaller 7 value (i.e., zero inertia limit) becomes axially symmetric

and rod shaped. This is a sign of the different behaviour shown by < .r2(() > c at times

' S Tc under such values of 7 as shown in Fig.l.

For the intermediate value of 7 = 1. the PM of v(t) in Fig.3(e) is also found to be

rod shaped as in Fig.3(f). But, in the former case the PM is shorter and wider with

an axial axis forming an slope with the horizontal axis smaller than 1. whereas, in the

latter case the PM forms a slope which is exactly unity. In Figs.3(e) and 3(f) there

is a greater concentration of points at the origin of coordinates formed by those points

being around the average of v(t). The fewer dispersed points that, are far from the centre

provide us with a measure of the strong fluctuations around < r(l) >,, at two different

times, which are greater in Fig.3(f) than in Fig.3(e). These structures indicate that the

dynamics underlying the particle motion is non periodic but is much more complex. We

note again the different scales employed in these figures for such particular P M

Let us focus again on the transition time TC that has been predicted From our simu-

lations (f.1./.. Fig.2) in order to study how this is actually related to the particle motion

driven by LD. In Fig.4 we plot as a function of logarithm of time ami for fix •) — 0.1

the autocorrelation function Gv of Eq.(9) (curve (1)), the mean squared distance as

also displayed in curve B of Fig.l (curve (2)). and the variance of velocity given by

Eq.(4) (curve (3)). The long time behaviour of the Gv function shows relatively small

fluctuations compared to the values at ( —> 0. Of course, larger scale simulations of

the Langevin model may be needed to reduce them, though the essential physics of the

problem remains the same.

From the autocorrelation function illustrated as curve (!) in I'ig.l we re-define rc

as the time at which approximately one half of the maximum value (Vu(0) is located.

From curve (2) in Fig.4, this particular time coincides with the time TC determined from

the graph In < r J ( ( ) >c vs. lni as discussed above (c./., Figs.l and 2). This finding is

9



indicated by an arrow in the figure for the particular value of the friction 7 — 0.1. But,

even more surprising, is the fact that rc lies in the intersection point of the change of

slope in the curves In < Au2(r) > c i\s. In r as well. The particle motion driven by the

Langevin approach at I — r,. then evolves into a steady state characterized with Dt — 1

(curve (2)) and // = 0 (curve (3)).

More detailed results for the scaling behaviour of particle velocities (c./., Eq.(4) j , with

time r rile |iresenU'd as examples in Fig.5 for different values of the friction coefficient,

i .g.. -, - (1.0,1,2 and 5. In this figure also included are the results obtained from

Newton's equation. F = dvjdt, (curve 1) and road to chaos, F = v [:j, S], (curve 6)

for the particles in the random environment. It can be seen in curve 1 of Fig.5 that

// = 1/2. whereas m curve 0, // = 0, independently of time. Nevertheless, there is a

strong time-dependence of / / for values of 7 between these particular cases of Newton

and y.ero-iuertin motion. On increasing 7 > 0 we have 2H{~i) —t 1 so that In | r | < < 00

and the log-log plot, of < Au2(r)* >c vs. r 2 " leads to a crossover of two slopes with

different values of IHf). One slope appears at short times, say T < r... which gradually

increases from 0 to 1 when decreasing 7 as displayed in curves labelled from 5 to 2,

respectively. The second slope appears at larger times r > rc which, for the cases

in curves 'i !<> 5, is found to be parallel to tile single (constant) slope obtained when

considering route to chaos (i.e., curve 6), that is independent of time (< At '2(r)" > c ~ 1

Having seen from Fig.5 that the exponent H for our ad-hoc seating of the variance

of particle velocities with time (c./., Eq.(l)) strongly depends on 7 for times T < rc, we

locus next on the dependence of the fractal dimension dj of Eq.(6) on 7 as well. When

tij is plotted in Fig.6 as a function of the logarithm of the inverse of 7, we immediately

10

notice that this function diplays typical features of multifractal phenomena [19, 20). In

fact, by considering the ln(l/7)-dependence of dj as displayed in Fig.6 we are able to

derive a set of generalized fractal dimensions. Henceforth the conventional definition

of multifractaJity through T(s) = (_« — 1)<J/, such that <//(.« = 0) = 1 [20], becomes a

nonlinear function ol ,s = In f l / i ) . This is a natural consequence of the connection of

the multifractal formalism with that of equilibrium statistical mechanics [21].

In order to see more clearly the fractal measures from the present 11) langevin dy-

namics, which are typical for multifractal objects, we illustrate in Fig.7 the singularity

spectrum / ( o ) — sa — T(s) (or Legendre tranform), where o = O'l'(s)/i).f [22]. It can be

seen that / displays a characteristic parabolic behaviour as a function of o, thus provid-

ing a precise description of the fractal measure in terms of interwoven sets with different

average singularity strengths o, and whose HausdorfT dimension is actually f(n). To

this end, we note that a measurement of the singularity spectrum cannot be generated

within the framework of fBm [22].

Let us proceed studing the noise behaviour of single particle velocities within the

framework of LD simulations. We search for a simple power law for S',, « 1 / / " of Eq.(7)

as shown in Figs.S(a)-(d) for the four cases of Fig. 1. namely (a) the Newton equation

dvjdi = F, (b) 7 = 0.1, (c) 7 = 1 and (d) the zero inertia limit v = F. As it is well

known, for simple power laws such that 1 < v < 3, the function Ci,. is related to the

mean square increments of fBm in whose case v — 2H + 1 and 0 < // < 1 [18]. However,

we recall that in the present Langevin simulations 0 < 11 < 1/2 as a clear consequence

of the non-zero inertia term in Eq.(l).

In the limiting cases of Figs.S(a) and 8(d) our results give for e the values of 3 and

1, respectively. For any intermediate value of 7, there are two distinct, slopes (with

1!



different associated values of i'). As revealed from the plots In Sv versus In / of Figs.8(b)

and 8(< ). we immediately conclude that the noise power spectra varies between 1 < v < 3

for / > fc. Whereas, for f < fc, the power v becomes unity independent of the value of

•> or, equivalent ly. of I lie type of particle motion implicit in the respective PM.

If we connect fc 3c l/rc for each value of 7, then we have consistance between the

results for < .r2(f.) >c, < Ar2(f) >c, Gv and the noise spectrum of Fig.5. That is, from

these LI) simulations we predict that the transition to a steady state, is strongly related

to the transition tune rr, where the system displays flicker noise independently of the

medium viscositv. It is important to mention that rr is rather A correlation time at

which correlations between velocities at succesive time steps drastically decrease.

4 Concluding remarks

As can be noticed from this paper all of our results convey, in the assymptotic limit

of large times, to those available in most elementary textbooks on statistical mechanics

as expected, lint, as a main and crucial difference, our work has been intended to

consider I license1 of Jinitt: time processes which we analysed via linear Langevin dynamics

simulations in order to study both the scaling behaviour of single particle trajectories

and velocities with (finite) time [4, 5] and the noise spectrum. The effects of particle

inertia have been considered at different values of the medium viscosity (or frkcion)

coefficient.

It is important to emphasise that the transition time rc, at which the well known as-

symptotic limit of the Langevin equation (1) can be established, crosses the intersection

points for the change of slopes in the curves In < x2(t) >c vs. In ( and In < Ai'2(r) >c

i's. In T. It means that after the steady state evolves (displaying flicker noise) the veloc-

12

ity correlations disappear (i.e. H = 0). Thus, rc is rather a correlation time at which

there are no longer correlations between velocities at succesive time steps and is found

to be strongly dependent on the medium viscosity. The physics behind the present

phenomenon is due to the conservative spectrum of fluctuating random forces. This is

also in accord with more sophisticated dynamical systems which have been described by

numerical solution of generalized Langevin models [6, 23]. In our stochastic simulations

the inclusion of A/(t) follows similarly to the generalized fBm [Hi]. At times r < rr.

it strongly depends 011 7 and has been found to be related to a subset of multifractal

dimensions. Hence, we claim that fractal measures are present in Langevm dynamics.

The noise power spectrum of single particle velocities is characterized by flicker noise

for frequencies / < }c ~ l/rc as also predicted early in the literature [2], Tint, even more

important, at / > fc the noise power spectra behave as 1//", where v varies between

the limiting cases of Newton equation ( I / / 3 noise) and route to chaos (flicker noise).
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Figure captions

• Fig. 1: Scaling of the rescaled mean squared distance of a particle with time

ln(< .r*{t) >, j < .r2(( = 1) >c) for several values of the friction coefficient 7.

t 'm-vo A ami K correspond to the limiting cases dv/dt — F (Newton's equation)

and r — I' [ route to chaos), respectively. This figure also shows the deviation from

a single slope for finite values of 7 (curves B: 7 = 0.1. 0 : 7 = 0.5 and I): 7 — 2). A

second slope appears at large times and is found to be parallel to the one in curve

I-! having l),(- —> oo) = 1.

• Fig. 2: Left-hand side; Dependence of the transition time TC on the friction

coefficient 7 (light squares connected by solid lines). Right-hand side: Dependence

of the exponent D, on the friction coefficient 7 for times ( < r,- (dark squares

connected liv dashed lines).

• Fig. 3: Sample traces of the particle velocity as a function of the first 200 time

steps for the 7 values 20, t and 1/20 are depicted in (a), (b) and (c), respectively.

Poincare maps in velocity space (,'((,b+1) vs. v(tn), in correspondence with v{t)

in (a), (li) and (c). arc displayed in (d), (e) and (f) for the same set of values for

7 lnii for a larger time interval ( = 10'1. The maps in (d) and (f) tends to the

limiting cases of Newton's equation and zero inertia motion,

Fig. 4: Plots of (1) the autocorrelation function Gv of Eq.(9), (2) the mean

squared distance given by Eq.(3) and (3) the variance of the velocity given by

16

Eq.(4) as a function of logarithm of time and 7 = 0.1. The arrow indicates the

transition time.

• Fig. 5: Scaling of reduced particle velocities ln(< Ar2(r)' >k.) with time T for

several values of the friction coefficient 7. Curve 2: 7 = 0.5, curve •'!: 7 = 1, curve

4: 7 = ' ? and curve 5: 7 — 5. Also included are results obtained from Newton's

equation. F = dv/dt, (curve 1) and road to chaos, F — i1, (curve (i).

• Fig. 6: Dependence of the fractal dimension dj — i — II on the logarithm of

the inverse of the friction coefficient 7 for times r < T,.. IU'J) corresponds to our

ad-hoc exponent for the scaling of the variance of particle vclocil ies with time (i.e.,

slopes in Fig.5).

• Fig. 7: Singularity spectrum f{a) from ID Langevin dynamics which is typical

for multifractal objects (see, t.g., [19]}.

• Fig. 8: Noise power spectra of single particle velocities for the cases: (a) dvjilt =

F, (b) 7 = 0.1, (c) 7 = 1 and (d) v = F (corresponding to Fig.:!)- which has been

calculated using 213 time steps.
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